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Abstract. Although it seems like a trivial process, data labeling is a cornerstone for
supervised learning. It becomes problematic when the data is huge, like the data of Liquid
Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS), especially manually worked by human as
it is time-consuming and needs a high-accuracy. It is the main problem. In this study,
the data source for labeling is an online database and does not provide an Application
Programming Interface (API). We developed an automatic labeling model which connects
to an online database to get the label, utilizing webscraping technique. It is usually utilized
for market analysis purposes, but in this study we utilized to retrieve label data, which is
the name of the chemical compound. The model successfully labeled data as desired and
gets 91.6% time efficiency compared to manual. It cannot be 100% because the model
restricts requests to the server from being considered an attack. The result of this labeling
can be used for supervised learning.
Keywords: LC-MS, Preprocessing, Rodent Tuber, Huge data labeling, Webscraping,
Efficiency

1. Introduction. Supervised learning requires labeled data. It is not a difficult thing
but it does in terms of thoroughness, labor-intensive task, and time-consuming when the
data is huge. Cowie et al. said that work data labeling is the result of the tension between
complexity and simplicity [1], and it is not a trivial process.

Raw data of Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) is a huge data. It
contains millions of data points, or after integration and peak extraction, there are hun-
dreds of chromatographic peaks [2]. It provides advantages for highly complex biological
samples [3].

LC-MS is widely used, especially in the interpretation or identification of the content of
chemical compounds in a biological sample [3-7]. However, it is not trivial to processing
this data to be useful information. Many techniques are used to process this data. One
of them is supervised learning. This process requires data labeling as preprocessing.

LC-MS data consist of hundreds of thousands of mass per charge (m/z), retention time,
and intensity [8]. Likewise, the LC-MS data used in this paper are LC-MS data of Rodent
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Tuber from the studies of Sianipar et al. [9-13]. One of the most important things to do
with this data is labeling by giving all names of the chemical compounds. Currently, it is
done manually by copying the m/z values and pasting them one by one to the massbank.jp
site. It is tedious and time-consuming for human labor.
There are more than 700,000 records in each of the LC-MS data of Rodent Tuber. We

have calculated, to get one compound name manually, at the fastest time it takes about
20 seconds. If there are about 700,000 records, it will take 20 × 700,000 seconds. By
doing a simple calculation, it will take 3,888.89 hours or more than 5 months if doing this
24 hours per day to complete the labeling. If it takes more than 20 seconds to get a single
compound name, it needs longer time to complete this job. This is the main problem.
The answer to this problem is automation. However, there is another problem because
massbank.jp does not provide an Application Programming Interface (API).
Massbank.jp is a website of an online database of compounds which is the official

database of the Mass Spectrometry Society of Japan. It is a distributed database. Each
research group provided data from its MassBank data server, which was distributed on the
Internet [14,15]. Unfortunately, we do not have any information about the Application
Programming Interface (API) on this website. Hence, we utilize webscraping technique
to get chemical compound names from massbank.jp.
This paper describes an automated labeling system model with an online database

utilizing webscraping technique to speed up the labeling process, although webscraping is
usually used for business purposes. However, it can also be used to find specific informa-
tion on a web page [16-18].
The academic contribution of this paper is to provide a new paradigm that webscraping

technique can be utilized for data labeling so it can greatly speed up the process. In
this study, 91.6% time efficiency was obtained compared to manual work. The practical
contribution is to help scientists, especially in the pharmaceutical field, to speed up data
labeling based on mass per charge (m/z).
This paper is categorized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works, Section 3

describes the preliminaries work for this study, Section 4 describes the developed model,
Section 5 describes the result, and Section 6 focuses on conclusions and future work.

2. Related Works. The webscraping technique is used to get the content from websites
to analyze specific structured or unstructured data. It has been developed in the private
sector for business purposes, especially in market analysis, but it offers substantial benefits
to those searching for specific information [16-18].
Several studies have provided several methods and frameworks to labeling data. Yang

et al. developed a game-based framework for crowdsourced label data which involved
machine learning [19]. Tseng et al. developed a method for data labeling utilizing tri-
training which used three classifiers [20]. Kamminga et al. [21] synchronized sensors and
cameras for data labeling and compared two approaches, namely synchronization using
visual key and synchronization using real-time clocks. These studies deal with huge data.
Other studies do not require data labeling, because using an unsupervised learning

method, one of them is conducted by Albert et al. which is towards the application of
unsupervised machine learning methods for analyzing protein conformational transitions
to extract information about their structural similarity [22].
LC-MS has been widely used to determine the content in test solutions. Kharyuk et

al. combined LC-MS and machine learning to train and validate plant species identification
algorithms [2] as well as Nazarenko et al. [23]. Roux-Dalvai et al. also combined LC-MS
and machine learning to identify bacterial species in urine specimens [24]. Planinc et
al. combined LC-MS and PCA for a better detection of changes in N-glycosylation profiles
of therapeutic glycoproteins [25].
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3. Preliminaries Work. The data used here were obtained from studies of Sianipar et
al. [9-13] which produce 10 datasets from the outputs of the LCMS instrument. They are
proprietary raw data that only can be read by the instrument that produced them. We
have to convert them to .xlsx files so they are human-readable and easier to analyze. To do
this, there are two stages, 1) raw data conversion to open format which is .mzXML, utilized
by an open-source software, namely Proteowizard version 3 for Windows, developed by
Chambers et al. [26], and 2) .mzXML conversion to .xlsx, utilized by our developed
software by Python programming. In this paper, only one dataset is used.

Using large native data like this would be costly. Therefore, data sampling will be car-
ried out. This LC-MS data of Rodent Tuber is time-series data [27], so it required sample
per period time to obtain a representative sample that represents the actual dataset.
Linear systematic sampling is chosen because it is simple and can represent the actual
dataset [28].

To obtain a systematic sampling, given that N is the number of population of elements,
while n is the number of samples desired, so if N/n is an integer, then k = N/n; otherwise,
let k be the next integer after N/n. After that, find a random integer R between 1 and k,
defining the sample as the unit numbered R, R + k, R + 2k, and so on. The initial unit
R selected is called “random start” and k is called “sampling interval” [28,29].

Based on that, we develop Algorithm 1. It is applied to one of ten of the LC-MS dataset
of Rodent Tuber which will be used in this paper. In this case, it is applied to LC-MS
dataset of Rodent Tuber which contains 985,924 records and resulting 18,271 records. If
this sample is manually labeled as a simple calculation above, then 20 × 18,271 seconds,
it will take about 101.5 hours or about 4 days if doing this 24 hours per day.

Algorithm 1. LinearSystematicSampling

1: listDF = read(Dataset)

2: Create list arrRT by pivot technique to get “Retention Time” without duplication.

3: arrSample = [ ]

arrTempRT = [ ]

arrTempI = [ ]

k = len(listDF)/18000

for n in range(len(arrRT)):

arrTemp = [ ]

arrTempInt = [ ]

for i in range(len(listDF)):

if listDF[i][2] == arrRT[n]:

arrTemp.append(listDF[i][0])

arrTempInt.append(listDF[i][1])

indexes = np.arange(random.randint(0,k), len(arrTemp), step = k)

for i in indexes:

arrSample.append(arrTemp[i])

arrTempRT.append(arrRT[n])

arrTempI.append(arrTempInt[i])

To find the compound’s name, m/z data is required to be queried to the MassBank [14].
First of all it gets a complete URL with its parameters. It is done by filling in provided
forms which is the “Exact Mass”. One of the m/z data copied from .xlsx and pasted in
“Exact Mass” fills form’s massbank.jp and is click the Search button. After the Search
button is clicked, the complete URL with its options emerges in the browser’s address bar
as shown in Figure 1 and it is saved for further use. In Figure 1 there is an underlined
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Figure 1. The complete URL

and bold section, and the value of this section will be changed according to the data, as
input for webscraping.
Frequently, there is more than one compound name with a different m/z value as the

search’s result. It is very rare to get a compound name with the same value as the input.

4. Developed Model. The preliminaries above are the preparation and initial step of
our developed model, which are sample dataset in .xlsx format, and complete URL for
webscraping. The developed model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Developed model

The next step is “Webscaping” stage by developing Algorithm 2. It is implementing
webscraping technique for gathering compound names from massbank.jp. It is imple-
mented in Python programming by utilizing the library namely Requests [30] and Beau-
tifulSoup [31].
There are more than one compound name per inputted m/z value with different exact

m/z value as a result of webscraping technique or manually. It means more than one
compound name in one record/row. Therefore, it is necessary to separate data to get one
compound name in one row. We developed an algorithm to process this, and the impact
has duplication of the m/z.
As a result, we have a .xlsx file containing the compound name with duplication of

inputted m/z data, m/z data which is closest to the inputted m/z, and the “-” character
because no compound name was found which correlated to the m/z. It is necessary
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Algorithm 2. GetCompoundName

1: MAZZ = read(Dataset[“m/z”])

2: arrNamaSenyawa = [ ]

arrRealMassa = [ ]

3: for a in range(len(MAZZ)):

mz = str(MAZZ[a])

MZ = urllib.quote(mz)

url = URL lengkap

try:

r = requests.get(url,timeout = None)

except:

continue

soup = BS(r.text,‘html.parser’)

tabel = soup.find all(‘td’, class = ‘treeLayout2’, width = “142”)

if (len(tabel)) > 0:

rumus = [ ]

for r in soup.find all(‘td’, attrs = {‘width’: ‘142’}):
rumus.append(r.get text(strip = True))

namaSenyawa = [ ]

for nama in soup.find all(‘a’, attrs = {‘class’: ‘noLinkImg’}):
namaSenyawa.append(nama.get text(strip = True))

massa = [ ]

for m in soup.find all(‘td’, attrs = {‘width’: ‘122’}):
massa.append(m.get text(strip = True))

massa float = [float(item) for item in massa]

mz float = float(mz)

selisih = [ ]

for x in massa float:

selisih.append(abs(mz float-x))

npSelisih = np.array(selisih)

minSelisih = npSelisih.min()

pos = [ ]

for i in range(len(selisih)):

if (round(minSelisih,10) == round(selisih[i],10)):

pos.append(i)

i = +1

arrNamaSenyawa.append(encoded n[pos[0]])

arrRealMassa.append(massa[pos[0]])

else:

arrNamaSenyawa.append(“-”)

arrRealMassa.append(0)

if (a % 3000 == 0):

time.sleep(30)

else:

time.sleep(0.25)

a = +1

4: Repeat point 3 until all list MAZZ processed
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Algorithm 3. Cleaning “-”

1: df ← excel file

2: arr ← convert values df to array

3: arrNew ← create new array

4: while i < len(arr) do

5: if arr[i] != “-” then

6: arrNew.append(arr[i])

7: end while

8: dfNew ← arrNew

9: write to excel(dfNew, “cleanData.xlsx”)

to clean up the data so that the “-” character is removed. This process is “Format to
Preferred Data” stage and writes as Algorithm 3. The output is “Labeled Data”.

5. Result and Discussion. In this paper, we developed a model for automated labeling
LC-MS data of Rodent Tuber to speed up data labeling. This model utilized webscrap-
ing technique to gather information because of the absence of Application Programming
Interface.
The model was implemented in Python programming with its library and success to

gather information. However, we encounter obstacles that occur frequently disconnected
from the online database. In our opinion, this happened because it was considered an
attack to the server. To handle this problem, the queries to the server are slowed down by
adding a delay to the query loop. In our experiment, for every 3000-4000 records/rows,
it always disconnects from an online database, it seems because the server refuses the
connection. In our opinion, it is caused by a fast continuous connection and it is considered
as a Denial-of-Service attack [32]. So, we create some delays in limiting requests when
making an HTTP request to the online database.
However, the long delay will impact the longer execution time will be. It is a tug war.

In this study, we use delay 30 seconds when the records reached a multiple of 3000 and
0.25 seconds for the loop delay as shown in Algorithm 2.
After applying Algorithm 3 to the dataset that has 18,271 records, the time for labeling

is 8.5 hours. It is very fast compared to manual labeling and obtains time efficiency. If this
works manually, it will take time 101.5 hours. So, the efficiency we get is 101.5−8.5 = 93
hours or 91.6% efficient.

6. Conclusions. Webscraping technique is used to get the content from websites and
developed in the private sector for business purposes. We developed a model based on
this technique for data labeling. This technique is utilized because we do not have any
information about the Application Programming Interface (API) on the target. It is
not an easy way, and it takes extra work to get the preferred data. Webscraping in
our developed model is done by Request and Beautiful Soup libraries in the Python
programming environment.
Overall, the developed model can perform as expected, although there are still short-

comings. This model is not perfect yet but perfectly applied to data in the range of
3000-5000 records or rows. We found incomplete compound names with an extra char-
acter “. . . ” which means there is an additional compound name. It is from original
content on massbank.jp which gathered. This compound name cannot be taken com-
pletely yet. However, the result still can be used as a labeled data and can be used for
further processing, in this case for supervised learning.
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In the future, we are planning to modify this model in the following two aspects: 1)
fixing the frequent disconnects, and 2) completing the compound name which is still in
the form “. . . ”.
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